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Hall effect at a tunable metal-insulator transition
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Using a rotating magnetic field, the Hall effect in three-dimensional amorphous GdxSi12x has been measured
in the critical regime of the metal-insulator transition for a constant total magnetic field. The Hall coefficientR0

is negative, indicating electronlike conductivity, with a magnitude that increases with decreasing conductivity.
R0 diverges at the metal-insulator transition, and displays critical behavior with exponent21 @R0;(H
2HC)21#. This dependence is interpreted as a linear decrease in the density of mobile carriersn;R0

21;H
2HC , indicative of the dominant influence of interaction effects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.121102 PACS number~s!: 71.23.Cq, 75.50.Pp, 71.30.1h, 75.47.De
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Investigation of the electronic properties at the met
insulator transition~MIT ! is a topic of current interest be
cause the MIT displays characteristics of aT50 K quantum
phase transition.1 To probe the MIT in the critical regime, i
is advantageous to be able to control the transition in a c
tinuous way. Most previous studies have examined a se
of samples of varying concentration spanning the MIT, int
ducing uncertainties due to possible inhomogeneity or i
producibility in the sample preparation process. An eleg
solution to these shortcomings arises from using a sin
sample, which is controlled by an external parameter suc
stress,2 magnetic field3 or illumination,4 thereby substantially
improving the quality of transport data and allowing me
surements of, e.g., the electronic density of states by elec
tunneling,5 or the dielectric constant.6

The issue addressed in the present work is the crit
behavior of the density of mobile carriers as measured by
Hall effect. While it has already been shown from tunneli
experiments that the single-particle density of states vanis
at the MIT,5 in a correlated electron material such as exists
the MIT, the mobile carrier density is distinct from the sing
particle electron density of states. According to Altshuler a
co-workers,7 a system that is dominated by electron-electr
(e-e) interactions should exhibit critical behavior for th
Hall coefficient R0. Fukuyama has suggested8 that correc-
tions due to localization should leaveR0 unchanged, a resul
consistent with calculations~in the absence of electron inte
actions! by Shapiro and Abrahams.9 In the two-dimensional
~2D! disorder-induced MIT, it has been found theoretica
that the Hall coefficient is critical with exponent21.10 The
material used in this study has a large carrier concentra
~it is whether these carriers are mobile or not that we
investigating! at the MIT and therefore should exhibit stron
e-e interactions and localization effects. Previous studies
the Hall effect near the MIT for crystalline Ge:Sb and f
amorphous Kr-Bi alloys show a divergent Hall coefficie
R0, with a coefficient of20.7; other work, however, sug
gests thatR0 is nondivergent.11–14 We note that in all previ-
ous studies, the Hall effect was measured by applying a v
able magnetic field, which has the unavoidable conseque
of altering the conductivity, even in nominally nonmagne
systems. This affects the occupation and hence the inte
tions of the highly correlated states especially near the M
possibly leading to the differing results discussed above
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the present work, we use a rotating magnetic field and t
advantage of the large negative magnetoresistance of t
alloys to measure the Hall effectat a constant magnetic field.
By this means, we are able to measureR0 and conductivity
simultaneously and continuously through the MIT. It is t
goal of this study to determine ifR0 is critical in the presence
of both e-e interactions and localization, and to draw co
clusions about the dependence of the carrier concentra
~as determined by the Hall effect! on the tuning paramete
driving the MIT.

The three-dimensional systema-GdxSi12x can be revers-
ibly tuned through the MIT by application of a magnetic fie
H.15 In this system, we have measured transp
conductivity,15,16 density of states,5 magnetization,17 optical
properties,18 and specific heat19 in the critical regime. The
transport conductivity and the density of states at fixedH on
the metallic side of the MIT were shown to vary asT1/2 and
E1/2, respectively, the same dependence as for nonmagn
systems,1 with T50 andE50 offsets that depend onH. To
study the dependence of the mobile carrier concentration
on the magnetic fieldH, we measure the Hall coefficient fo
fixedvalues ofH at which the system is well into the metalli
state to fixed values ofH at which the system is deep into th
quantum critical regime. Since the goal is to study then
dependence onH, we cannot use the conventional Hall g
ometry to determineR0. Instead, as described in more det
below, we work at constant magnitude ofH ~hence constan
n and magnetizationM ) and vary the angle betweenH and
the sample plane to obtainR0. Because of the magnetic na
ture of the dopant atom Gd (S57/2), we must also conside
the contribution of the anomalous Hall effect to this me
surement. For reasons to be discussed below in the conte
the data obtained in this experiment, we think that t
anomalous contribution is significantly smaller than the or
nary Hall effect near the MIT.

There is significant debate as to what constitutes the c
cal regime. In three dimensions, the Ioffe-Regel20 limit
(kFl'1; wherekF is the Fermi wave vector,l is the mean
free path! results in a conductivity,s5ne2/(\kF

2) (n is the
electron concentration,e is the electron charge, and\ is the
Planck’s constant!, below which a classical Fermi-liquid de
scription fails to make sense. This conductivity is mater
dependant~due ton/kF

2}n1/3) and may be considered a ph
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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nomenological upper limit for the conductivitys of the criti-
cal regime. The MIT in GdxSi12x occurs forx50.14, with
an electron concentration that is orders of magnitude la
than that found in crystalline doped semiconductor syste
such as Si:P~for GdxSi12x , this electron concentration ma
be estimated as between 431020 cm23 from optical absorp-
tion measurements18 and 231022 cm23 from the Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy measured Gd concentration
suming three donated electrons per Gd!. Consequently, the
Fermi temperature and the Ioffe-Regel limit on the cond
tivity in GdxSi12x is significantly enhanced; takingn
'1022 cm23 leads to a conductivity at the Ioffe-Regel lim
(s;500 V21 cm21), about 40 times larger than the equiv
lent value in Si:P,2 and allows us to experimentally probe th
MIT deeper into the critical regime. Moreover, a highEF
allows for a valid probing of the critical regime at a high
temperature, since the effective temperatureT/EF is substan-
tially reduced compared with the previous studies. In
present study, data have been acquired atT5400 mK
~ten times lower than previous data on amorphous syste!.
Temperatures 10-100 times smaller would be needed
obtain similar effective temperatures for crystalline dop
semiconductors.

Measurements were made using Hall bars as show
Fig. 1~a!. These were fabricated using a lift-off technique.
film of ;200 nm of Cu was deposited on a SiN-covered
surface, lithographically patterned, and etched into an
verse Hall bar pattern. Onto the resulting inverted Cu patt
;100 nm ofa-GdxSi12x was deposited, withx;0.14, using
electron-beam coevaporation of Gd and Si in an ultrah
vacuum deposition system. The remaining Cu was t
etched in a FeCl3 solution, leaving the desireda-GdxSi12x
Hall bar. The Hall bars have a current carrying strip and th
pairs of voltage probes at three different locations along
strip, allowing for simultaneous measurements of the lon
tudinal (Rxx5Vxx /I ) and the transverse (Rxy5Vxy /I ) resis-
tance. All resistances are measured using a low-freque
( f ,30 Hz) ac method.

Samples were measured in a3He cryostat at T
5400 mK in applied magnetic fieldsH to 33 T at the Na-
tional High Magnetic Field Lab in Tallahassee, Florida.
order to measureR0 in a system, where there is a magneto

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic top view of sample,~b! Schematic on-
edge view of sample rotated at anglef with respect to the applied
magnetic fieldH. H'5H sinf is the magnetic field contributing to
the measurement of the Hall coefficient.
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sistance andn may depend onH, we developed a techniqu
to measureR0 in constantH by adjusting theangle f be-
tweenH and the sample planein situ using a rotating stage
as shown in Fig. 1~b!. We have experimentally verified tha
the change in longitudinal resistanceRxx of three-
dimensionala-GdxSi12x is independent of the direction o
H.21 The transverse voltage due to the Hall effect, howev
depends on the perpendicular magnetic fieldH'5H sinf
@see Fig. 1~b!#. Thus, by measuringRxy in fixed H at differ-
ent anglesf, the Hall coefficient can be determined. In a
figures, the field shown is the applied field, not corrected
demagnetization that is negligible compared to the fie
shown in this paper, reaching a theoretical maximum of l
than 5.6 kOe.

Figure 2 shows the measuredRxy vs H for various angles
f. Because of the extremely large magnetoresistance
small misalignment of voltage leads will cause the measu
Rxy to contain a component ofRxx . Rxx is, however, sym-
metric in H, while Rxy is antisymmetric. In order to extrac
the Hall-effect contribution, we determine the antisymmet
~odd! component of the data in Fig. 2,Rxy,odd(H)
51/2@Rxy(H)2Rxy(2H)#. We experimentally confirmed
that the even component was indeed proportional to the
viously measuredRxx(H) and gave a geometric factor for th
voltage lead misalignment, which was well within the size
the leads.

Figure 3 shows the odd component of the transverse
sistance,Rxy,odd , versusH for various anglesf. For H
,HC;100 kOe, the sample is insulating and the measu
ment breaks down. As expected, at angles close tof50°,
the odd contribution vanishes since the Hall effect disappe
for H parallel to the film. For largerf, however, we find a
significant odd contribution. For positiveH, the voltage due
to the Hall effect in the data close tof590° is negative,
which indicates thatR0 is negative~electronlike!. We note
that the largest odd contribution occurs forf586° and the
magnitude of the contribution declines from that value atf
598° as may be expected, as the maximum should occu
f590°. Data at constantH but different angles~indicated

FIG. 2. Transverse resistanceRxy vs applied magnetic fieldH
for various anglesf.
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by the vertical lines! yield Rxy,odd vs H'5H sinf.
To determine the central result, the Hall coefficientR0 ,

Rxy,odd determined in a manner described in the preced
paragraph, is plotted versusH' for variousH in Fig. 4. The
Hall coefficient R0 is related to the slopeDRxy,odd /DH'

according toR05tDRxy,odd /DH' , wheret5100 nm is the
sample thickness. AsH is reduced and the material ap
proaches the insulating regime, we observe a concom
increase inR0.

In a magnetic metallic system, the Hall resistivity is e
pressed as

Rxy,odd t5R0H'1RSM' , ~1!

whereM' is the perpendicular component of magnetizatio
The first term describes the ordinary Hall effect withR0
5(ne)21 (e is the electron charge!. The second term is the
anomalous Hall effect, a result of interactions with magne

FIG. 3. Odd component of the transverse resistance,Rxy,odd ,
versusH for various anglesf.

FIG. 4. Odd component of the transverse resistance,Rxy,odd ,
versus normal magnetic fieldH' for various applied magnetic
fields H.
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moments, with the anomalous Hall coefficientRS .22 Since
there is no magnetic anisotropy in these samples,M'

5M sinf5(M/H)3H sinf5(M/H)3H' , so Eq.~1! can be
rewritten as

Rxy,odd t5~1/ne1RSM /H !H' . ~2!

At a fixed value of total field,H, n, RS , M, and hence
M /H are constant. Thus, both terms give a linear depende
on H' for data taken in constant H, as seen in Fig. 4. The
dependence ofR0 (}1/n) andRS on fieldH is the issue to be
determined.

Figure 5 shows the measured inverse Hall coefficien
units of (eDRxy,oddt/DH')21 versus H for 100 kOe,H
,330 kOe, as well as the inverse ofRxy,even(H)
51/2@Rxy(H)1Rxy(2H)#, which as previously discussed
proportional to the longitudinal magnetoresistanceRxx(H).
Both sets of data are linear and go to zero (Rxy,odd and
Rxy,even divergent! for H5100 kOe, the MIT previously
found from conductivity measurements for this sample. T
linear dependence of the longitudinal conductivity on fie
was shown and discussed in Ref. 15. By assuming
Rxy,odd is dominated by the ordinary Hall effect near th
MIT, we have a linear dependence of the concentration

FIG. 5. Top: Inverse Hall coefficient~in units ofe) and electron
concentrationne5(teDRxy,odd /DH')21 vs H. Bottom: Inverse of
Rxy,even vs H. Rxy,even(H)51/2@Rxy(H)1Rxy(2H)# is due to the
~tiny! misalignment of transverse voltage probes and provide
simultaneous measurement that is proportional to the longitud
magnetoresistanceRxx(H). Both sets of data are linear and go
zero (Rxy,odd andRxy,even divergent! for H5100 kOe.
2-3
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mobile carriers,n, on the applied magnetic fieldH, the
driving parameter of the transition, with values as sho
in Fig. 5.

We now argue that these results are dominated by
ordinary Hall effect and not by the anomalous Hall effe
For metallic systems, wheren is large, the anomalous Ha
coefficient dominates, as experimentally observed
Gambino and McGuire fora-GdxGe12x alloys.23 They found
RS'5310210 V cm/G ~corresponding to n'2.8
31022 cm23) and R0'22.2310212 V cm/G for x50.3,
still well on the metallic side of the MIT, i.e., the ordinar
Hall coefficient is'6% of the anomalous Hall coefficien
For concentrated conventional magnetic metals, the ano
lous Hall effect is even more dominant, typically a factor
102100 larger than the ordinary Hall effect (RSM /R0H
;102100). In the present experiment, however, two fact
drastically reduce this ratio: bothn and M are greatly de-
creased from the concentrated state. In the limit ofn→0,
R0→`. The dependence ofRS on n is not clear; assuming
the anomalous Hall effect is dominated by skew scatter
as is likely,24 RS}n2/3 in a free-electron picture, henceRS is
not divergent. MagnetizationM vs H has been measured o
these alloys to 250 kOe, using the magneto-optic K
effect.25 Using this data, and an assumption ofRS}n2/3, we
have the ordinary Hall effect dominating the anomalous H
effect by several orders of magnitude for the range of d
shown. Furthermore, it would be difficult to conceive of
model in which (RSM /H)21 was linear inH near the MIT
~i.e., 1/RSM constant inH), requiring a peculiar cancellatio
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